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Summary  

Recent studies focused on epicardial fat, formerly relatively neglected component of the heart, 

have elucidated some of its key roles. It possesses several properties that can distinguish it 

from other adipose tissue depots. Its unique anatomical location in the heart predisposes the 

epicardial fat to be an important player in the physiological and biochemical regulation of 

cardiac homeostasis. Obesity is associated with an increase in epicardial fat mass. Excess of 

cardiac fat can contribute to greater left ventricular mass and work, diastolic dysfunction and 

attenuated septal wall thickening. Imbalance in adipokines levels secreted in autocrine or 

paracrine fashion by epicardial fat can contribute to the activation of the key atherogenic 

pathways in the setting of metabolic syndrome. Epicardial fat has also been identified as an 

important source of pro-inflammatory mediators worsening endothelial dysfunction, 

eventually leading to coronary artery disease. Increased production of pro-inflammatory 

factors by epicardial fat can also contribute to systemic insulin resistance in patients 

undergoing cardiac surgery. Here we review the most important roles of epicardial fat with 

respect to heart disease in the context of other underlying pathologies such as obesity and type 

2 diabetes mellitus. 
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Introduction 

There has been a growing interest in studying epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) over the last 

decade. Adipose tissue itself is now widely accepted to be an important endocrine and 

paracrine organ producing variety of active substances, which play a role in the development 

of obesity, metabolic syndrome and heart disease, especially coronary artery disease (CAD) 

(Sacks and Fain 2007). The purpose of this paper is to review anatomical and physiological 



features of EAT and to highlight current understanding of relationship between endocrine 

function of EAT, obesity and CAD. 

Anatomy and physiological function of epicardial fat 

The epicardium is the inner serous layer of the pericardium formed by mesothelial cells and 

lying directly upon the heart. In the embryological phase these cells migrate onto the surface 

of the heart from the part of septum transversum. Mesenteric, omental and epicardial fat all 

originate from the splanchnopleuric mesoderm, related with the gut (Ho et al. 1978). EAT is, 

in the normal adult, localized on the free wall of the right ventricle, around the left ventricular 

apex, atria and two appendages. It also extends from the surface of the myocardium along the 

adventitia of the coronary artery branches (Iacobellis et al. 2005). According to some studies, 

the EAT plus paracardial fat form pericardial adipose tissue (PAT) (Wheeler et al. 2005). 

Paracardial fat is distributed within the mediastinum on the external surface of the parietal 

pericardium (Sironi et al. 2004). Paracadial fat evolved from the primitive thoracic 

mesenchyme, which divides to form the outer thoracic wall and parietal pericardium. (Sacks 

et al. 2007). The blood supply of paracardial fat is mainly from the pericardiophrenic artery,  

a branch of the internal mammary artery. Contrary to that, the EAT and muscular components 

of the heart have so close anatomical and functional relationship (e.g. no firm layer 

resembling fascia), that they share the same coronary blood supply (Figure 1). 

Most of the suggested physiological functions of the EAT are based on observational data. 

There is limited clinical evidence from human studies and most animals used for experimental 

manipulation have only a little epicardial fat (Marchington et al. 1989). Coronary arteries are 

always covered by epicardial fat, hence putative buffering role against twist and tension of the 

coronary arteries caused by the arterial pulse wave. In other words, the EAT provides  

a cushion, in which coronaries may easily expand (Keegan et al. 2004). The EAT may also 

play a role in the fatty acids homeostasis in coronary arteries (Marchington et al. 1990).  This 



function is based on a fact of high metabolic rate of fatty acids in the EAT surrounding 

coronaries. Authors further propose that this fat may serve as a local energy depot for cardiac 

muscle in times of high demand. Another possible function of the EAT is coronary artery 

remodeling. Positive remodeling is more likely to occur when an atherosclerotic plaque is 

surrounded by epicardial fat, which allows for some expansion rather than in those coronary 

lesions surrounded by worse compressible myocardium (Glagov et al. 1987, Ward et al. 

2001). Eventually, there is some evidence that the EAT may be part of the skeleton for the 

intrinsic cardiac nervous system, as the so called ganglionated plexuses can be found in 

epicardial fat in five atrial and six ventricular regions (Arora et al. 2003). Some authors even 

propose that these neurons could mediate the pain of angina pectoris (Sylven 1993). 

Obesity and heart disease 

Obesity is a major clinical problem in developed societies. It is defined as a body mass index 

(BMI) of greater or equal to 30 kg/m
2
 (Haslam and James 2005). It is often associated with  

a number of other diseases like dyslipidemia, insulin resistance and hypertension. These 4 

conditions are also referred as a metabolic syndrome (MetS) (Shaw and Chisholm 2003). The 

International Obesity Taskforce (IOTF) estimates that there is roughly 1 billion of overweight 

adults (BMI 25-29.9 kg/m
2
), and of these 475 million are obese (≥ 30 kg/m

2
) (IOTF, 2010). It 

is well known that obesity and MetS are associated with increased morbidity and mortality. 

Generally, more fat is attached to the right than the left ventricle and the average ratio of 

epicardial fat/gram of heart muscle is 0.15 in men and 0.17 in women for the left ventricle. 

Regarding the right ventricle the ratio is 0.48 and 0.61 grams respectively (Corradi et al. 

2004). Interestingly, some authors documented no correlation between BMI and coronary 

atherosclerosis. However, the patients with atherosclerotic lesions have higher volumes of 

pericardial fat than those without lesions (Greif et al. 2009).  



Furthermore, numerous studies report that the body fat distribution predetermines clinical 

consequences. For instance, visceral intra-abdominal obesity has been linked with increased 

cardiometabolic risk and mortality (Fox et al. 2007; Gesta et al. 2007). Additionally, 

increased amount of gluteofemoral fat has been negatively associated with levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and positively associated with elevated concentrations of adipokines 

leading to decreased cardiometabolic risk (Manolopoulos et al. 2010). One of the important 

mechanisms contributing to an increased cardiovascular risk in patients with obesity and type 

2 diabetes mellitus is disturbed endocrine function of adipose tissue (Trachta et al. 2014, 

Urbanova et al. 2014, Bluher 2009). 

There is a theory, that from the time of our ancestors, the fat depots served as energy storage 

in times of plenty, and could then be burned during starvation (Neel 1962). Genes 

predisposing to obesity would then bring certain survival benefits to these individuals to live 

long enough to reproduce. According to some studies, the breakdown of this system might be 

responsible for current issues associated with obesity, resulting in a fact that susceptible 

individuals do not suffer from the famine period anymore and instead incline to overeating 

high caloric food (Diamond 2003). Interestingly, in hibernating mammals, short-term obesity 

and insulin resistance have rather advantageous effect of directing glucose to the brain; only 

man has developed chronic obesity linked with morbidity and mortality (Scott and Grant 

2006).  

Considering a physical activity and its impact on epicardial fat thickness, there was greater 

percent reduction in epicardial fat adiposity than in waist circumference (WC) and BMI area 

after 12-week exercise training, and the change was independent to systolic blood pressure 

and insulin sensitivity changes (Kim et al. 2009). 

In obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus, the intramyocardial triglyceride stores are increased 

two to four-fold compared to a control group of lean patients. Excess of cardiac fat 



contributes to greater left ventricular (LV) mass and work, diastolic dysfunction and 

attenuated septal wall thickening (Iozzo et al. 2009). It may also precipitate increased 

arrhythmogenicity, electrocardiographic abnormalities and cardiac failure (Poirer et al. 2006). 

On the contrary, the phenomenon of “obesity paradox” has been described.  Gruberg and 

coworkers found better outcomes in overweight patients with CAD undergoing percutaneous 

coronary intervention (PCI) compared to their normal-weight counterparts (Gruberg et al. 

2002). Over the last years further studies have documented that the obesity paradox or reverse 

epidemiology is specific not only for CAD patients undergoing PCI. Protective effects of 

obesity have also been discussed in other chronic diseases (Lainscak et al. 2012, Hainer and 

Hainerova 2013). Conditions associated with peripheral arterial disease, stroke, 

thromboembolism, postoperative complications in patients after cardiac surgery, type 2 

diabetes and cardiovascular comorbidity, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 

hemodialysis patients and osteoporosis have all to a certain degree better outcome in 

overweight and obese patients (Hainer and Hainerova 2013). 

Is there a specific role of EAT in heart disease? 

The Framingham Heart Study and the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis found that the 

size of fat depots around the heart is independent risk predictors for cardiovascular 

dysfunction and CAD (Mahabadi et al. 2009, Rosito et al.2008, Ding et al. 2009). Namely, 

peri-aortic fat depots correlated with BMI, waist circumference, visceral abdominal tissue 

(VAT), hypertension, lower HDL, impaired fasting glucose, including diabetes and serum 

triglycerides. Even after adjustments for BMI and WC, these associations remained 

significant. Furthermore, peri-aortic fat also correlated with coronary and abdominal aortic 

calcifications. (Lehman et al. 2010). EAT volume and thickness were increased in patients 

suffering from CAD compared to patients with normal coronary arteries, and in patients with 

unstable angina as compared to patients with stable angina. Also EAT volume was larger in 



patients suffering from obstructive CAD and increased coronary artery calcium score (Djaberi 

et al. 2008, Sarin et al. 2008, Silaghi et al. 2008).   

Fatty heart and diastolic dysfunction are usually found together in metabolic disorders. 

However, their changes induced by metabolic interventions, in terms of short-term caloric 

restriction or high-fat diets of short duration, are not always correlated (Lamb et al. 2008, van 

der Meer et al. 2009), suggesting that other pathologic processes in patients with both 

diabetes and obesity may be more responsible for the dysfunction. The overload of fatty acids 

in obese diabetics is followed by primary hyperactivation of β – oxidation, leading to excess 

production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). It leads to modulation of sarcoplasmic 

reticulum Ca
2+

-ATPase, marked as early contributor to diastolic dysfunction, myocardial 

hypertrophy and fibrosis in insulin-resistant myocardium (Ritchie 2009). Additionally, 

expression of mRNA for catalase, glutathione S-transferase P and protein disulfide isomerase, 

related to ROS, is higher in EAT than in subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) in patients 

undergoing heart surgery. Authors suggest, that in patients with CAD, the EAT suffers greater 

oxidative stress than SAT (Salgado-Somoza et al. 2010). The role of solely accumulated 

triglycerides in the pathogenesis of heart disease remains unclear. Transgenic overexpression 

of diacylglycerol acyltransferase 1 (DGAT 1) in the heart (the triglyceride-synthesizing 

enzyme) leads to a physiologic hypertrophy possessing some protective functions in lipid 

overdose hearts (Liu et al. 2009). Furthermore, in the non-ischemic failing human heart 

compared with the healthy one, cardiac triglyceride content was either reduced (Walecki et al. 

2003) or unchanged in patients without diabetes or obesity (Sharma et al. 2004). Contrary to 

that, myocardial fatty acid oxidation was activated in diabetics and obese patients with fatty 

heart. These studies further speculate that triglyceride accumulation could be regarded as  

a maladaptive defense response, leading via peroxidation and saturation to accumulation of 

toxic lipid intermediates in the cytoplasm, eventually fostering the functional damage to the 



heart.  It implies that the build-up of myocardial triglycerides can be understood as an indirect 

marker of cardiac dysfunction in selected stages of heart disease. 

There is evidence that diabetes is associated with a cardiomyopathy, independent of other 

comorbidities. The most important mechanisms leading to diabetic cardiomyopathy are 

metabolic disturbances (e.g. depletion of glucose transporter 4, carnitine deficiency, increased 

free fatty acids, affected calcium homeostasis), myocardial fibrosis (association with increases 

in angiotensin II, insulin-like growth factor I and inflammatory cytokines), small vessel 

disease (e.g. endothelial dysfunction, microangiopathy, and impaired coronary flow reserve), 

autonomic neuropathy (denervation and alterations in myocardial catecholamine levels), and 

insulin resistance (hyperinsulinemia and altered  insulin sensitivity) (Fang et al. 2004).  

Substrates cannot enter cardiomyocytes by simple diffusion and must be taken up by 

facilitated transport. Fatty acids are taken up by FAT (fatty acid translocase, also called as 

cluster of differentiation 36, CD36), and glucose transporter type 4 (GLUT4) transfers 

glucose. In case of insulin resistance during type 2 diabetes mellitus, FAT/CD36 becomes 

preferentially sarcolemma-localized, on the other hand GLUT4 is internalized. This shift is 

responsible for aberrant substrate uptake in diabetes, where the glucose metabolism is 

attenuated and fatty acid metabolism is chronically increased. (Schwenk et al. 2008; 

Steinbusch et al. 2011). Also Forkhead transcription factors play an important role in diabetic 

cardiomyopathy. Battiprolu et al. highlighted recently the importance of chronic activation of 

FoxOs (forkhead box-containing protein) in the pathogenesis of diabetic cardiomyopathy. 

Importantly, cardiomyocyte-specific inactivation of FoxO1 reversed high fat diet – induced 

hypertrophy and thus decline in cardiac function while preserving cardiomyocyte insulin 

sensitivity (Battiprolu et al. 2013).  Additionally, there is also increasing number of animal 

studies differentiating the mechanisms and effects of diabetic cardiomyopathy caused by type 

1 versus type 2 diabetes. Although left ventricle systolic dysfunction is present in both, it is 



more prevalent in type 1 diabetes. Contrary to that, type 2 diabetes has greater impairment of 

ventricular filling, associated with diastolic dysfunction (Fang et al. 2004). Exact mechanisms 

for the differences between cardiomyopathy in type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes are 

unknown. However, some possible explanations include insulin resistance with its attenuated 

protective effects to ischemic reperfusion and also functional cardiomyocyte alterations due to 

augmented fatty acid metabolism and hypertriglyceridemia and ROS in type 2 diabetes (Isfort 

et al. 2014).  

Endocrine function of EAT and heart disease 

Adipose tissue is well recognized as a dynamic endocrine organ producing a number of 

bioactive molecules that can affect not only energy metabolism, but also vascular, 

inflammatory and immunologic responses.  Recently, the relationship of EAT 

echocardiographic thickness and inflammatory profile between patients with severe, calcific 

aortic stenosis (AS) and healthy subjects have been tested. The ETA thickness was markedly 

increased in patients with AS compared to control group. Also several inflammatory and pro-

atherogenic mediators, especially IL-6, IL-1β and TNF-α were significantly increased in EAT 

compared to plasma levels in patients with AS. These findings support the hypothesis of an 

involvement of ETA in atherogenic and inflammatory phenomena in the aortic valve and its 

promotion to calcific AS (Parisi et al. 2015). Mazurek and colleagues (Mazurek et al. 2003) 

compared the expression of cytokines in both EAT and SAT in patients undergoing coronary 

artery bypass graft and found that epicardial adipose tissue expresses a wide range of 

inflammatory mediators. Epicardial fat had a significantly higher expression of monocyte 

chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1), interleukin-1β (IL-1β), interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-6 

soluble receptor (IL-6 sr) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) than subcutaneous fat. 

Furthermore, authors suggest that TNF-α derived from adipocyte, may act in an autocrine 

fashion, impairing the insulin receptor signaling and increasing lipolysis. Resultant release of 



nonesterified fatty acids may contribute to insulin resistance in adipose and muscle tissue, 

plus in the liver and the heart. However, there was no correlation between EAT inflammation 

and diabetes, obesity and LDL plasma levels. Additionally, such relationship was found 

neither with intake of statins, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors nor angiotensin-

receptor blockers. Mazurek further proposes the hypothesis that the presence of inflammatory 

mediators, such as TNF-α in EAT around coronaries could amplify vascular inflammation, 

plaque instability and neovascularization. These effects could mean that the bioactive 

molecules released from the perivascular adipose tissue alter arterial homeostasis.  

Other studies further demonstrated expression of numerous EAT adipokines, including 

adiponectin, omentin, adipsin, leptin, resistin, adrenomedullin, visfatin and chemerin. In 

particular, leptin, resistin and TNF-α have all diminished endothelial-dependent vasodilation, 

when administered experimentally (Beltowski et al. 2004). Endothelial dysfunction is 

hypothesized to be the first step in the development of atherogenesis. The concept was first 

proposed by Ross (Ross and Glomset 1973). In contrast, adiponectin has been associated with 

endothelial improvement via endothelial NO synthase (eNOS)-dependent pathways (Li et al. 

2007, Deng et al. 2010). In the setting of obesity, as the pro-inflammatory status, adiponectin 

has been shown to reduce the oxidative stress, further protecting endothelium (Li et al. 2007). 

In uniquely designed study on patients undergoing coronary artery bypass graft surgery, local 

adiponectin gene expression and ex vivo release were measured in mesothoracic adipose 

tissue and in perivascular (internal mammary artery and saphenous vein) subcutaneous tissue. 

Circulating adiponectin was independently associated with O2
-
 production/eNOS uncoupling 

and nitric oxide bioavailability in both arteries and veins. This finding shows that adiponectin 

might improve the redox state in human vessels by restoration of eNOS coupling (Margaritis 

et al. 2013). Furthermore, while the EAT expression of resistin, leptin and TNF-α is increased 

in obesity, adiponectin is markedly diminished (Cheng et al. 2008, Greif et al. 2009).  



Especially leptin has been recently blamed for many key aspects of atherogenesis, including 

chemoattraction of monocytes (Gruen et al. 2007), decreasing high density lipoproteins 

(HDL) and apolipoprotein AI concentration (Rainwater et al.1997), accumulation of 

cholesterol esters in foam cells (O’Rourke et al. 2007) and activation of C-reactive protein 

(CRP) and serum amyloid A (Kazumi et al. 2003). By all these means, leptin increases 

oxidative stress, leads to endothelial dysfunction, increases inflammation and smooth muscle 

proliferation, recruits monocytes and via macrophages accelerates the formation of foam cells. 

This has been proposed as a key cascade in atherogenic pathways in the setting of the MetS. 

Importantly, a recombinant adiponectin can successfully reverse some of these harmful 

effects of EAT-derived factors (Karastergiou et al. 2010). Some newer experimental studies 

also suggest that perivascular adipose tissue can foster neointimal hyperplasia, adventitial 

angiogenesis and adventitial macrophage infiltration in mice model of wire injury. This 

process was partly due to MCP-1-dependent mechanisms (Manka et al. 2014). 

We have studied subcutaneous and EAT production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (e.g. 

CD14, CD45 and CD68) in cardiac surgical patients and came to a conclusion that both fat 

tissues become a significant source of pro-inflammatory cytokines during surgery and 

postoperatively and thus possibly contributing to the development of insulin resistance in 

these patients (Kremen et al. 2006). Furthermore, we have recently shown that also the 

skeletal and EAT mRNA expression of a novel hormone involved in metabolic regulations - 

fibroblast growth factor-21 (FGF-21) increase during cardiac surgery. Muscle FGF-21 mRNA 

positively correlated with blood glucose levels towards the end of surgery. These data suggest 

that FGF-21 might play a role in metabolism of glucose and insulin resistance during surgery-

related stress (Kotulak et al. 2010). Additionaly, we have found that the expression of 

angiotensinogen mRNA significantly increased in EAT at the end of cardiac surgery relative 

to baseline values but remained unchanged in subcutaneous adipose tissue. The expression of 



angiotensin-converting enzyme and type 1 receptor for angiotensin II in a fat were not 

affected by surgery. This data suggest that increased angiotensinogen production in EAT 

could contribute to postoperative insulin resistance (Roubicek et al. 2008). Another evidence 

for an important regulatory role of epicardial adipose tissue comes from the study exploring 

adipocyte fatty acid binding protein (A-FABP) in cardiac surgery patients. Here we found 

markedly increased serum levels of adipocyte fatty acid binding protein (A-FABP) at the end 

of cardiac surgery, compared to preoperative values. There was no difference between 

diabetic and non-diabetic patients at any time point. A-FABP mRNA expression was 

increased in peripheral monocytes, but no effect of surgery was detected in a muscle or 

adipose tissue. These findings suggest that serum A-FABP may be involved in stress-related 

response, contributing to insulin resistance and hyperglycemia, irrespective of the presence of 

diabetes mellitus (Kotulak et al. 2014). Collectively, these studies suggest an active 

contribution of endocrine function of EAT to the regulation of heart metabolism and its 

response to obesity, type 2 diabetes mellitus and other pathologies.  

Conclusion and future perspectives 

Epicardial adipose tissue is an important modulator of cardiac function through metabolic, 

endocrine and paracrine fashion. Despite improved understanding of its mode of action 

numerous mechanisms are still only partially understood. From the histopathological point of 

view, there are various subsets of macrophages in plaques and EAT, with distinct surface 

antigens and receptors (Tacke et al. 2007). The intramural movement of these cells could be 

tracked to distinguish their appropriate function. Additionally, macrophage density could be 

measured in autopsy samples from lean and obese patients with or without CAD. 

Furthermore, animal experimental studies involving EAT should be performed on animals 

with reasonable amount of EAT such as pigs or rabbits on high fat diet with induced 

hyperlipidemia and atherosclerosis. These animals, however more expensive to work with, are 



more suitable than rodents that normally have little or no EAT, to examine the relationship 

between coronary atherosclerosis and adipokines secretions from EAT (Marchington et al. 

1989).  

Clinical studies should focus on the role of EAT as a biomarker of CAD, cerebral vascular 

disease and peripheral vascular disease. Biopsies of EAT are feasible to obtain from patients 

undergoing cardiac surgery. Different patient groups can be selected, either according to the 

nature of the procedure, or with or without concomitant diabetes, acute or chronic heart 

failure. However, it is difficult to justify EAT biopsies from weight-matched control group of 

patients without CAD.  

In conclusion, EAT appears to be an important player in the development of coronary 

atherosclerosis and obesity- and diabetes-induced heart dysfunction. In spite of all the above 

described findings, the pathophysiological link between adipokines, endothelial dysfunction, 

atherogenesis, diabetes and obesity-induced CAD still needs to be elucidated further.  
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Figure 1 

Anatomical localization and scheme of relative quantities of paracardial, epicardial and 

pericoronary fat as derived from computed tomography (modified from Gorter et al, 2008) 



and schematic representation of systemic and local effects of fat depots surrounding 

myocardium and intramyocardial fat (modified from Britton and Fox, 2011). 

 


